Gangways & Passerelles

Hydromar is manufacturing the SEAWALK
gangways for many years now.
In the past decades this product has been
developed from a custom build product to a
semi-standard build Mediterranean gangway.
Besides the standard range with its wide range
of variables Hydromar also develops and
produces tailor made equipment based on
standard solutions to fulfill the yachts special
requirements.
All products have been designed to create a
high quality and firm gangway with good looks
as the gangway is your first step onto the yacht.

All standard SEAWALK gangways are designed
to be able to support 250 kg at the end in a free
hanging state. The gangway itself is standardly
delivered in aluminium, painted into the yachts
colors. The hydraulic functions are commanded
by an electric push button control on the PLC
box with a wireless remote control and fixed
control panels as optional.
The SEAWALK gangway can be delivered with 1,
2, 3, or 4 stages with also slewing ps/sb as
option.
Depending on the required gangway length the
frame size is chosen: size 2 up to 4m, size 3 up
to 7m, size 4 up to 10m, size 5 up to 15m.
Depending on the available storage length
(trunk length) it is determined whether the
design needs telescopic parts.
With the data on our information leaflet we are
able to make you a specific design with the
specified product description.
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The walking surface is made from heavy teak
gratings or solid teak planking. As an option we
can deliver fiber optic lighting integrated in the
teak.
All our SEAWALK systems are tested functionally
and under full load in our own production facility.
All these systems can be delivered as standard
packages while custom build versions can be
designed and fabricated within our own
production company.
Examples of our custom designs are stainless
steel and high gloss polished versions with folding
and/or telescoping movements included.
Stanchions or fixed railings can be delivered in
many versions depending on the actual gangway
configuration.
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